
performance on the Bench #2 program is

mostly a result of the screen handling.

According to Phoenix, the Pfaster-286

has better control of the monochrome
screen than the color screen used in these

tests. Undoubtedly, even the color perfor-

mance will be enhanced as the product is

more fully developed.

The Pfaster-286 lets you switch be-

tween the 80286 microprocessor and the

8088 native to your system using a pair of

software programs. You’ll probably only

want to switch to the slower speed when

uncooperative programs look directly at

the system clock to time their processing.

The version of the Pfaster-286 that was

tested crashed during execution of the

dBASE II routines in Benchmark Test #4
and thus could not run that benchmark.

According to the manufacturer, the prob-

lem is a hardware incompatibility between

dBASE II and the 80286 microprxxessor.

A hardware modification is being made
(and should be complete by the time this

story is published) to the Pfaster-286 card

to overcome this shortcoming.

Although the benchmark performance

of the early version of the Pfaster-286 that

was tested suffered from its below-par I/O

interfacing, the board will give any PC
system a manifold performance improve-

ment. For instance, when the Bench #3
test was tun from a VDISK in extended

memory, the time fell to 1:32 from the

4:55 scored on floppy disks. That’s an im-

pressive speed increase over an IBM PC.

AppliedReasoning

Corporation's

PC-elevATor
A Ithough still on its shakedown

yS cruise, the PC-elevATor proved

to be a very speedy and promis-

^ ing product. Indeed, the 8-

MHz 80286 tandem processor can turn

your PC into a formidable information pro-

cessor. Its performance score of 9. 1 times

faster than the PC was equaled only by the

Phoenix Pfaster-286 and beat only by an

experimental supersibling from Applied

Reasoning loaded with lO-MHz hardware

that gave a 16.5 score. (Unfortunately, the

availability of that superfast board depends

on the supply of high-speed chips from In-

tel, so it does not figure in the official re-

sults.)

The PC-elevATor uses its own, on-

board 16-bit memory. Enough space is al-

lowed on the card for four 1 8-chip banks

—

in fact, enough space to stuff 2 megabytes

of 256K-bit chips on a single card. Ac-

cording to Applied Reasoning, the PC-ele-

vATor supports the 80286 extended mem-
ory and will run VDISK there. A socket is

also provided for an 80287 numeric co-

processor.

For this board, hardware installation in-

volves nothing more than slicing the PC-

elevATor into any full-length expansion

slot. However, it should be noted that the

early version of the PC-elevATor’s instal-

lation software was somewhat trouble-

some. According to the manufacturer, a

new menu-driven version is planned soon

that will include special provisions for in-

stalling the PC-elevATor in conjunction

with nonstandard hardware.

Unlike early runs of many personal

computer products, the PC-elevATor ac-

celerator hoard has no hardware patches.

Overall, the accompanying software too

appears well thought out. The card’s

screen handling is superb. It kicked

throughput up on the color monitor used in

the test system without showing any flick-

er, tears, orjumps.

At the time of this review, several bugs

still scampered through the supplied soft-

ware, however. The most irksome prob-

lem I encountered while reviewing the

product prevented me from running the

prime-number test. Applied Rea.soning’s

PC-elevATor failed to understand a soft-

ware interrupt issued by compiled BASIC.
According to the manufacturer, this prob-

PC-devATor

Applied Reasoning Corporation

765 Concord St.

Cambridge. MA 02138

(617)4924)700

List Price: '/2-megabyte board, $1,695; l-mcgabytc

board, $1 .995; 2-megabyte board. $2,495

Microprocessor: 80286

Clock Speed: 8 MHz
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TURBO BOARDS

Use yourPC andprinter like a
typewriter — and more —
instantly, even during

another program!

Type . . .

Print text on a line-by-line basis — just

like a memory-typewriter. Great for

addressing envelopes.

Fill in pre-printed forms . . .

Create a file of your own office forms uang
Softypc’s™ exclusive ‘Define* program.

Then select a form, fill it out on-screen,

and print — no mistakes!

Control your printer . . .

Select any type size or style your printer

will support. Works with any type of

printer.

Risk-Free Money-Back Guarantee!

Try Softype^** for 30 days. If not com-

pletely satisfied, return the package for

a full refund!

‘former^ ProType at *119.95

non copy-protected

now just . . .

toH-free: 1-800-446-2263
in Washington: (206)641-8411

ViSA MasterCard

Company PO’s accepted

Photon Software, Inc.

14021 N.E. 8th. St.

Bellevue, WA 98007

High-Performance Computer Features
Clock

Manufacturer Model Category Microgrocesior speed Ports

Expansion

slots

ITT ITTxtra XP desktop 80286 6 MHz 1 RS-232

1 parallel

2COM

58-bit

016-bit

COMPAQ DeskproZee desktop 80286 8&6MHZ IRS-232
1 parallel

2COM

28-bit

616-bit

COMPAQ Portable 286 portable 80286 8&6MHZ 1 RS-232

1 parallel

2 COM

28-bit

616-bit

Kaypro Kaypro 2861 desktop 80286 6 MHz 1 RS-232

2 parallel

4 COM

28-bit

616-bit

Gutfstream Professional

Computer 88
desktop 8088 4.77 MHz 2 RS-232

1 parallel

4 COM

88-bit

016-blt

AT4T AT&T PC
6300 desktop 80286 8 MHz 1 RS-232

1 parallel

2COM

78-bit

016-bit

Gulfstream Professional

Computer 286
desktop 60286 8 MHz 0 RS-232

2 parallel

4 COM

88-bit

016-bit

Turbo Board Features
On-card

memory

Manufaclurer Product Category

Clock

Microprocessor spaed

Memory
Bus chip

width spaces

Chiadram Quadsprint replacemeni 8086 10 MHz N/A N/A

Kamerman Labs Superfllght replacement 8086 10MHz 16 10*

Orchid PCturbo 186 tandem 80186 8 MHz 16 36*

Wave Mate Bullet-286 system
board

80286 6 MHz 16 36

Phoenix Computer Pfaster-286 tandem 80286 8 MHz 16 72*

Applied Reeeonlng PC-elevATor tandem 80286 8 MHz 16 72

’AdcMional expansion possible through daughterboard.

lem can be repaired with a software modi-

fication that newer versions of the product

will incorporate.

Conclusion

Any of the performance-enhancing sys-

tems examined here will make your old

PC’s heart throb faster. Which is the best

accelerator board? If you are looking for

ease of installation and the lowest cost so-

lution, the C^adram Quadsprint would be

the best choice for you. Similarly, the

easy-to-use yet much faster Wave Mate

Bullet-286 is only slightly harder to install

and slightly more expensive. On the other

hand, if you are on good terms with your

personal computer, if you know the inti-

mate details of its life, if you are willing to

do more work for its utmost performance,

either the Applied Reasoning PC-elevA-

Tor or the Phoenix Pfaster-286 will deliv-

er. The best compromise between ease of

use and performance gained is offered by

the Orchid PCturbo 186. The best turbo

board, ultimately, is one that best matches

your particular needs.
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